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Donor-advised funds grow in popularity among
Singapore's rich
As interest in philanthropy rises, private banks such as UBS and Credit Suisse say that DAFs have
become convenient vehicles that enable their rich clients to donate to causes close to their
hearts.

BY NITHYA SUBRAMANIAN

The rising number of wealthy individuals moving to Singapore can make it a philanthropic hub for

the region and the government is going to great lengths to achieve this.

The recent 2023 budget announced tax breaks for family offices donating overseas, and affluent

individuals are now viewing donor-advised funds (DAFs) as a convenient vehicle for contributing

to charity.
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The Wealth Management Institute (WMI) has released a comprehensive guide for DAFs as they

have been growing in popularity among the wealthy in Singapore.

In an interview with Citywire Asia, Foo Mee Har, chief executive officer of WMI, said that globally

there had been a significant surge in adoption of DAFs and the trend was catching on here as

well.

‘As interest in philanthropic giving grows, wealth owners are considering different philanthropic

vehicles and charitable giving tools to help them plan, structure and implement their giving

strategies. One such tool is the DAF,’ Foo (pictured) said.

For instance, in the US, according to the National Philanthropic Trust report 2022,

DAF contributions in 2021 totalled $72.67bn, surpassing $49.58bn in 2020.

However, in Asia, the concept of DAFs is still relatively new. But many family principals and family

offices are increasingly considering DAFs as they look for a more structured approach to

managing their charitable giving, as an alternative to setting up their charity or foundation.

Currently three major organisations provide DAF services in Singapore – the Community

Foundation Singapore, SymAsia Foundation – an umbrella platform of Credit Suisse and UBS

Singapore DAF –  and a fourth will be the upcoming Asia Community Foundation.

Credit Suisse set up SymAsia in 2010 to support its wealthy Apac clients in implementing their

philanthropy. Its CEO, Dominique Boer (pictured below), said that over the years, SymAsia has

supported more than 70 business families in making philanthropic contributions.



 

‘Collectively they have donated over S$270m ($202m) into their foundations and, on their

behalf, we have disbursed close to S$220m to support charitable causes and organisations all

around the world,’ she said.

Last year, it had been ranked as the fourth-largest philanthropic organisation by non-profit

consultancy, Soristic, and had also emerged as the top DAF platform in Singapore based on

giving size, Boer added. 

Swiss bank UBS launched UBS Optimus Foundation in 2019 and followed it up with a DAF

offering in late 2022.

Sheryl Fofaria, UBS’ head of social impact and philanthropy, Southeast Asia, said the DAF

offering had been a ‘testament to the growth in philanthropy’ and ‘within just three years, had

raised close to $50m towards the foundation’s programmes and DAFs’.

Ease of doing good



Elaborating on the benefits of DAFS, Foo said, ‘On top of providing structure and making it

easier to track giving, DAFs are easy to establish and easier to manage than private foundations.

In certain cases, there may also be upfront tax deductions available.’

Echoing a similar view, Fofaria (pictured below), added, ‘This enables philanthropists to structure

their giving with the lowest minimum contribution, in a personalised and professionally managed

way without the administrative and financial burden of creating their own independent

foundation.’  

 

For some families, Woo said, a DAF could be considered as a ‘training ground’ for a future family

foundation and could be a great tool to get other family members involved in making

philanthropic decisions.

‘A DAF can also be used where family members wish to give to causes they are passionate about

that differ from those supported by the family’s foundation,’ she added.



Dawn Tan, head of philanthropy advisory services and deputy CEO of SymAsia, said that apart

from being set up quickly and easily compared with an independent foundation, the donor would

also be supported from the start by a specialist philanthropy team.

‘In particular, for ultra-high-net-worth individuals and wealthy families that have moved into

Singapore, DAFs can provide an unbiased overview of the non-profit sector and stakeholders,

helping philanthropists hone in on the areas or underfunded causes they wish to support here,’

she elaborated.

Moreover, by helping to build up the pool of donors here, DAFs also contribute to attracting

other philanthropic service providers such as legal and tax advisors and wealth planners, which

add to Singapore’s capabilities as a philanthropy hub, Tan (pictured below) pointed out.

Concerns about DAFs

Even as the concept of a DAF as a ‘philanthropic checking account’ has gained substantial

traction around the world in recent years, there are concerns about pay-out rates and anonymity.



According to the WMI guide for DAFs, the disbursement rates overseas are typically 15% to 30%

annually. While these generally are higher than private foundations, it has raised concerns

regarding ‘hoarding’ funds whereby the donor does not get around to making the gift, it noted.

Second, anonymity of donors could create stewardship challenges for the charity, especially if a

donation is a large proportion of their total funding.

‘While these concerns are legitimate, they do not always apply in the Asian context,’ said WMI. It

revealed that SymAsia Foundation’s payout rate stands at 80% (as of 30 June 2022).
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Deutsche's Müller: Investors overlooking
traditional energy's transformation
potential
Deutsche Bank Private Bank’s ESG chief investment officer Markus Müller says traditional energy
companies are crucial to the energy transition but undervalued compared to renewable energy
players.
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OCBC's Ng takes on new chief
sustainability officer role
Ng, currently the bank’s head of sustainability office, global wholesale banking, takes on the new
role on 1 August.
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